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ACTIVITY REPORT 
 APRIL – JUNE 2013  

1. REPORT FROM PROJECT COORDINATOR MARK LUSBY 

April 
The Walls 400 History Conference took place over the weekend of 6-
7th April with almost 100 people taking part in the main conference, 
an artefacts roadshow, and in practical workshops about the 
structure and use of the City Walls, with living history performers from 
Northern Period Productions and archaeologists from Queens 
University Belfast.  An exhibition was created for the conference, 
including 3-D models of Bishop Gate produced by digital artist Shaun 
Whoriskey. Tours of the neighbourhoods “In the shadow of the Walls” 
were conducted by Michael Cooper and Trevor Temple. Pre-event 
media coverage beyond the NW media, included a radio interview on 
Downtown Radio, a radio interview on BBC Arts Extra, as well as the 
event being featured on the front page of the Saturday edition of the 
Belfast Newsletter. Post-event coverage included a feature in the 
Sunday Times on the digital scanning of the Walls. The 
presentations will be published later in the year. 
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Meetings took place with Manus Deery of DOE NIEA re DOE’s  intention to hold a review of 
the Derry Walls Conservation Plan and with Oonagh McGillion to discuss the fit of the City 
Walls Heritage project within the City Council’s Legacy Plan for the UK City of Culture year. 

Tours of the Great Houses of the Waterside were organized in 
conjunction with the Waterside Area Partnership.  The tour was 
delivered by Mark Lusby and architecture graduate Marie Lynch. 
The tours connected the past owners of the three houses with the 
history of the Walled City. Approximately 60 people participated. 

 

A project was initiated with the University of Ulster Science Shop 
involving two students, Bridget-Mary Wilson and Gary Glackin, 
working to produce a film about the life of the City Walls. 

The Empty Plinth was entered as a project within the Brilliant 
element of the UK City of Culture’s Lumiere festival. The proposal 
was prepared in partnership with the Nerve Centre. 

Training with Voluntary Arts Ireland was undertaken focusing on 
using volunteers and using social media. 

Did a feature in the Derry Journal on architectural heritage.  

May 
Worked with the VOID and artists engaged for City of 
Culture to develop ideas for installations involving the 
City Walls. Also worked with Far and Wild to help resolve 
issues around the Wild Walls Cycling Event. 

Worked with six University of Ulster Business Studies 
students and Edel Griffin, Creative Development 
Lecturer, on looking at the potential of the City Walls for 
educational tourism. 

 

Supported Council with preparing for attending 
European Walled Towns Executive Meeting in 
Caperdera, Spain. 
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Was interviewed by RTE for the Morning Extra Programme about the 
Walled City see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJEizkcS9dI 

 

 

 

Conducted a tour of the City Walls for the Worshipful 
Company Salters. 

June 
 

Following on from damage caused to 
17th C gun loops on the City Walls 
during the installation of an NITB funded 
Lighting Scheme, I prepared a detailed 
Issue paper for the Historic Monuments 
Council and DOE NIEA.  

 

Took part in the Media Studies End of Year Show with 
University of Ulster students Bridget-Mary Wilson & 
Gary Glackin  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/universityofulster/8968403388/    

Made preparations for MAK9 exhibition during European Heritage Open 
Days. 

Had meeting with Council and NIEA officers concerning Walls400 events 
in August (Irish Walled Towns Day) and the European Walled Towns 
Symposium in October. Prepared and issued Walls400 Tenders 

Gave a briefing and tour of Walls for Derry Journal reporter and 
photographer. Met with Colum Eastwood MLA re City Walls. 
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REPORT FROM RESEARCH OFFICER DR MARIE-CLAIRE PETERS 

April 
Preparation/Presentation of paper: Plantation Citadel – Fortress or Refuge with Dr Billy Kelly 
(University of Ulster)  

Research/Drafting Earl Bishop Story – Proposed output: design and implementation of Earl 
Bishop exhibition reflecting on his life and legacy within the city as representative of his social, 
political and cultural innovation. 

Evaluation meeting Beech Hill House Hotel: appointed to construct digital archive recording 
impact of project from it’s inception to present (ongoing – support for Carol) 

Context and preparation: The militarization of Derry’s walls during the troubles – proposed 
output: Educational Resource for schools aimed at 11-16 age group, peer-reviewed journal 
publication 

May 
Research/Drafting Earl Bishop Story – Proposed output: design and implementation of Earl 
Bishop exhibition reflecting on his life and legacy within the city as representative of his social, 
political and cultural innovation. (continued – final draft in July) This seeks to overcome an 
integral problem with the presentation of history and heritage within the walled city, which is a 
core objective of the project. (possible delivery/partnership with UU Bishop summer school) – 
research reflects not only on the Earl Bishop’s life and legacy but on the wider scale and 
dynamic of the changing nature of social, cultural, political, economic and intellectual life of the 
city towards the end of the eighteenth century, in what was considered a highly formative and 
revolutionary time throughout Europe and the New World. 

Proposed output from April’s conference: Further research/development of April’s Conference 
paper towards publication in Walls Book (Brian Scott) in December – first draft to be completed 
by end of July  

Conference assistant: Divided Cities (upcoming conference) 

Consultation: Chair of History and Heritage – Proposed output: development of history 
courses, use of public spaces and legacy of project associated with new premises and garden 
of reflection in Bishop street (with Eamonn Deane)  

Continued work on digital archive – proposed output: CD-rom/accessible format which reflects 
media impact of project – to be delivered to HLF  

Continued research:  The militarization of Derry’s walls during the troubles – proposed output: 
Educational Resource for schools aimed at 11-16 age group, peer-reviewed journal publication 
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REPORT FROM RESEARCH OFFICER TREVOR TEMPLE 
During the months April-June 2013, I have begun structuring the chapters that will make up the 
Fountain book. Dr Marie-Claire Peters has been greatly assisting me in this, as well as 
providing helpful comments.  

 

I have also begun a series of weekly discussions with Eamonn Baker and Eamonn Deane 
about material in these chapters, possible illustrations etc. These meetings are ongoing.   

 

As part of community interaction and participation in the book, I have also been preparing a 
series of meetings of residents in the Fountain, not only to to discuss the content of the book, 
but possible stories they would like to add. 

 

 

REPORT FROM ADMINISTRATOR  CAROL WRIGHT 
The main event which has taken place is the Walls 400 Conference.  Invoices have been 
submitted for this event and in general for salaries, rent, HLP, publicity and promotion etc. 

 

 

 

 


